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CYLINDER-TEMPERATURE CORRELATION OF A SINGLE-CYLINDER LIQUID-COOLED ENGINE

By BENJAMIN PniKGq Euainm J. MANGANIZLLO, and EVERETTBERNAEDO

SUMMARY

An analysis based on nonboilin.g forced-eonrection heat-
tranafer theory is made of the cooling proce+we8in liqwid-cooled
engin4 cylinder8. S%niemp-rical equa$ion~ that relate the
arerage head and barrel iemperature8 uith the.primary engine
and coolant parameter8 are ok=z”red.

.4 correlation method based on these eqdbn8 is applied to
data obtained Jrom preuioudy reported inredigatiowj which
wereconductedorerlargerange8of engine and coolant condhn.s
with two liquid-cooled eylinder8 using water and rariows aque-
oua ethylene glycol solutiim~ w coolant8. Upon eraluution of
empirical factor8, an eguutionfor the cylinder-had temperature
a8 a fimdion of the e~”ne operating conditions and the j!ow
rate, temperature, and phy8icai properiie8 of ihe cooknt8 ~8

obtained, which repre8ent8 the data with good accuracy. A
similar equation is obtained for the barrel-temperature data.
The phy8ical propertie8 of the coolani appeating in.the8e e~a-
iione in orderof their importance in determining the heat-transfer
guulity of the coolant are thermal wnductitiiy, speci$c heat,
and vi-sw8ity. The cooling performance of the rariou8 coolant8
inredigated i8 adequately correlatedby theeephyeical propertie8
in the correlatim equatwn. The application of the correlation
eguaiion ie, howerer, limited to condition8 for which bm”ling
of the codunt on the engine wa.?ki8 an unimportant part of the
cooling proce88.

INTRODUCTION

A know-ledge of the cooling characteristic of reciprocating
aircraft engines is of importance in order to insure satisfactory
engine operation at extreme operating conditions.

In 1937 the heat-transfer processes in air-cooled engine
cyIinders were analyzed and a method based on forced-
convection heat-transfer theory was developed for correlat-
ing cylinder temperatures with engine and cooling-air con-
dition9 (reference 1). This method was extended in 1939
to include multicyhnder-engine data (reference 2) and since
then has been used extensively in connection with many air-
cooled enghe investigations.

In 19413an experimental investigation of the coolihg chara-
cteristics of Iiquid-cooled engines vvas instituted at the
NACA Cleveland laboratory. As the first phase of this
investigation, tests -wwe conducted with two liquid-cooled
cylinders to isolate the eilects of the different engine and
coolant variabk on cyIincIer temperatures and to obtain
the data required for a study of the fundamental heat-

transfer proce~es in-rolved in the cooling of liquid-cooled
engjnes. The cylinder t ernperatures, which -were obtained
over ranges of engine speeds, manifold pressures, carburetor-
air temperatures, fuel-air ratios, spark advances, coolant-”
flow rates,. coolant temperatures, and coolant pressures-with
water and with various ethylene glycol-water mktures, are
presented in reference 3.

In the investigation reported herein, the theory of heat.
transfer by nonboiling forced convection is applied to the
cooling processes in a liquid-cooled engine cylinder. The
method of analysis is essentially the same as that used- in
reference 1 for air-cooled engines with the additional com-
plications: (1) &at the variation of Prandtl number of me
coolant with coolant temperature and composition, which
was negligible for the air-cooled engine, becomes an imFortant
consideration for the liquid-cooled engine, and (2) that the
effect of temperature drop through the cylinder-head wafl
must be accounted for in the correlation because it is an
import ant part of the over-all temperature clifference
between wall and coolant.

The analysis results in semiernpirkal expressions for the
average head and barrel temperatures as functions of the
engine conditions and temperature, the flow rate, and the
physical properties of the coolant. The physical properties
of the coolant that appear in this equation are the thermal
conductivity, the specific heat, and the viscosity; and in the
region of operation where forced convection ie the controlling
cooling phenomenon, correlation of the cooling performance
of various coolants on the basis of these coolant physical prop-
wties can be expected. In the test range where appreciable
boiling of the coolant occurs on the engine walls, the corre-
lation equation de-doped herein can be expected to be
inaccurate.

The coohng-correkdion method is applied to the dita
presented in reference 3.

SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in this analysis:

mean area of cylinder wall perpendicular to
direction of heat flow, (sq ft)

cylinder-wall area in contact with cools.ntJ
(Sq ft) .

constant9
specilic heat of coolant, Btu/(lb) (1’F)
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D
H,
H,
h

k

k.

m, n, s
Tb,O

z
P

P
cP/k

hydraulic diameter, (ft)
heat rejected to l.mrrel coolant, Btu/(min)
heat rejected to head coolant, Btu/(min)
heat-transfer coefficient, liquid side, Btu/

(see) (sq ft) (“F)
thermal conductivity of coolant, Btu/(see)

(sq ft) (°F/ft)
thermal conductivity of cylinder wall, Btu/

(see) (sq ft) (°F/ft)
exponents
average cyhnder-barrel (liquid-side) tem-

perature, (“F)
effective cylinder-gas temperature, (“F)
average cylinder-head (gas-side) tempera-

ture, (“F}
average cylinder-head (liquid-side) temper-

ature, (“F)
average coolant temperature, (“F)
coolant velocity, (ft/see)
charge (air plus fuel) flow rate, (lb/rnin)
coolant-flow rate, (lb/rein)
mean thickness of cylinder head paralIel to

direction of heat flow, (ft)

B1x/B&~
absolute viscosity of c.mda.nt, (lb) /(ft) (see)
density of coolant, (lb/cu ft)
Prandtl number of”coolant

ANALYSIS

The mm.lysis of the heat-transfer processes in a Iiquid-
cooled engine cylinder is separated into three processes:
the heat transfer (1) from the cylinder gases to the gas-side
cyLinder walls, (2) through the cylinder walls, and (3) from
the liquid-side cylinder walls to the coolant. A diagrammatic
eketoh of a liquid-cQokd engine cylinder illustrating the
various sections ia shown in ligure 1,

HEAT TRANSFER IN CYLINDER HEAD

Cylinder gases to gas-side oylinder waII,-The transfer of
heat from the cylinder gases. to the walls may be expected
to be the same for Iiquid-cooled engines as for air-cooled
engines; hence , an expression based on forced-convection
heat-transfer theory simiku to that derived in reference 1
may be written

H,= B,W,n(Tg–Th) (I)

Conduction through oylinder walla,-The heat transferred
through the cylinder waI1s follows the law of conduction and
may be expressed as

‘J (Tr Th,.)Hh=& ~ (2)

Liquid-side cylinder walls to oooIant.-For a large part of
the normal operating range, cooling of the engine wane
occurs by nonboiling forced convection, In this range of
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operation, the folIowing familiar Nusaclt relation may bo
written

$’=’’WW’
(3)

‘When appreciable boiling of the coolan~ on the engine walls
occurs, deviation of the heat-transfer coeflkient from [ho
value givq b y equation (3) may be expected. The analysis
wiU, however, be continued on the basis of equation (3).
The final correlation equation will then apply to operating
conditions where nonboiling forced convection controls the
heat-tr_~nsfer process. InasmucJ~ m h is defined. as

ff~
B#i.l(Th,O– T,) ~D md A ~ are constant for a given engine,

and pVD”is “proport,ional to WJ. The heat flow pcr unit
timeis

~*=B’k(?Ycf)(T’~-T’) ““
(4)

Correlation equation, —The correlation equation is obtfiincd
by eliminating Elh and T,,.from equations (l), (2), and (4):
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[
“- ~~h)–z] (@’k=B5(~)-m

w,”(Tr- (5a)

where Z=Blx/Bzkw~ and, in effect, accounts for the temp-
erature drop through the cylinder-head wall. Inasmuch as
the thermal conductivity of the cylinder-head metal k. is
effect i-rely constant for the temperature range encountered
in normal engine operation, Z may be taken as a constant
for a given engine.

Au alternate form of the fia.1 equation (5a) involving both
gas-side and liquid-aide head temperatures can be obtained
by eliminating H, from equationa (I) and (4):

* w=Be)-mc
(5b)

For ilhstrating the relative cooling quality of various
coolants, equation (5a) is simplified, by rearranging and
expressing c, p, and k as a function of T,,to a fomn that fl
result in a separate correlation curve for each coolant.:

HEAT TRANSFER IN CYLINDEB BARREL

The heat-transfer processes in the cylinder barrel are
expected to be the same as those in the bead axc.ept tkat:
(a) The temperature drop through the barrel waH is so
relatively smd that the Z factor may be omitted; and (b)
the simple application of the theory of forced convection to
the heat transfer from the cylinder gases to the barrel
walI, as shown in reference 1, is only a rough approximation
because the process is complicated by the generation and the
transfer of heat by the moving piston. In the interest of
simplicity, consideration of the complications introduced by
the piston is negkcted and the relation for the over-all
heat transfer in the cylinder barrel is written in a form similar
to that for the cylinder head: I

(6a)

Equation (6a) is simplified as follows for obtaining a separate
correlation curve for any one coolant

SIGNIFICANCE OF EQUATIONS AND CONSTANTS

Equations (5a), (5b), and (6a) are the final equations for
correlating the cylinder-temperature data with the engine
and coolant variables. ‘When the lef~hand member of any
of tb w equations is plot,ted on logarit.hmic coordinates
against W~P, a single curve should be obtained for a given
engine regardless of the engine conditions or the temperature,
flow rate, and composition of the coolant used, provided that
modes of heat transfer other than nonboiling forced convec-
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t.ion are of negligible mabtitude and provided that no
pertinent vmiables have been omitted in the analysis.
Systematic deviation of the test points from the common
correlation curve will indicate the presence and the impor-
tance of other modes -of heat transfer or of variables not
included in the final equations,

The effective gas temperature TI, as indicated in references
1 and 2, is a function of fueI-air ratio, carburetor-air temper-
ature, spark advance, and exhaust back pressure. The
mdues of Tgat reference operating conditions for the head
and for the barrel, as well as the variation of Tr with fuel-air
ra tie, carburetor-air temperature, and spark acIvance, is
obtained from engine tests, as will subsequently be described.
Tho variation of T.with exhaust back pressure is not
discussed inasmuch as dat a on variable exhaust back pressure
were not available.

The factors Z, BS, and BEand the exponents m, n, ands are
also determined from engine tests. The details of evaluating
these terms are prw.ented in a Iater section. Although the
symbols used in the cylinder-head equations for the effective
gas temperature, the average coolant temperature, tlm
coolant-flow rate, and the exponents are the same as those
used in the barrel equationa, the numerical values of these
factors are not necessarily the same for the head and the
barrel.

The physical properties c, y, and k of the coolants are
functions of c.oohmt composition and temperature. Curves
of c, p, and k as functions of temperature for water and for
ethylene gIycol-water mixtures are presented subsequently.

APPARATUS AND TESTS

The data used hexein vmre obtained from two modified
Lycoming 0-1230 liquid-cooled cyIi.nders, which, for con-
venience, are designated cylinder A and cylinder B. A de-
tailed description of the setup, the methods, and the results
obtained is given in reference 3. The general arrangement
of the engine and the audiary equipment is shown in figure 2.
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FIGUEE2.—DIagmmmatIc layout of @winv@tlgation setup.
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Diagrams of cylinder A and cylinder B, which are the same
except for the cylinder-barrel instrumentation and the coolant.-
flow paths, are presented in figure 3. In cylinder A, the
bamel-coo]ant jacket was modified and eight thermocouples
were spot-welded around the barrel. In addition, the coolant-
transfer passages between the head and barrel jackets
were plugged, thus separating the coolant flow to the head
and barrel. In cylinder B, thermocouples were not installed
on the barrel and the coolant-flow paths were not altered;
hence, the coolant flowed first through the barrel and then
through the head. The table opposite is a compilation of
the conditions investigated.

In each of the runs, only one item was varied whereas all
the others were heId approximately constant. (In one run
both coolant temperature and flow rate were varied simul-
taneously.) The following reference conditions were hdd
approximately constant throughout the investigation except
for the cases in which the particular condition was the pri-
mary variable:

Coohmt pressure, pounds per square inch absolute -------------- ....19
Exhaust back pressure, inohea mercury absolute -------------- ...30
Carburetor-air temperature, ‘F----------------------------- 80+5
FueI-air ratio ------------------------------------ .0.-077+0. QQl
Spark a@ance, degrees B. T.. C---------------------------- 28

~ifi--~= ‘-%..lntoke-J
; -.. . . . . .

‘----Rear qoak
vanr-
.-. %29 plugHeed cool ‘

outlet fhr,9=
Studs--, A

%-
/ --wg

.’42--- 8
28-.

COolont-inlet
flange------

=3”

-1 --M-.lnfokepa+

,
.&ingle coolanf

~,. ● thermocouple

r

30
...+arrelcoolant

~.” jucket
-.-

● Singtethermocouple

+ “?%?;h:hm%%pfe’
ml rrn

I ““VP● Single“codonf
thermocouple,
frontund reor

---&7rretex+ension

[

(b] I.-
(bjC@fnderB.

FI13cw+2.—Thermooouple inatatlation and detaUe o?oylindem A and B.

Several runs conducted with cylinder A wem repeated rtt
higher coolant pressures and in the tests of cylinder B, each
run was repeated at a higher coolant pressure.

1

l--
Cdyrll,

Varisble Range of vmfable %%!% CYIW

{w%
m) “

.

Engfne wsd, rpm ---------- 1050to 2700 . . .._- b 97-3 A a;d B
O-lno

Ma~::a pressure, fn. Hg 2L0w 39.0....... ~e7-3 A s:d B
o-1oo

C~ruretor-etr tempweture, m to !zzL------- bD7-3 A

-

Spark”advanca, deg B. T. C.. 12to 42. . . . . . . . . . . . b07-3

mAvw#aFCOd8d W-W@ 90.0 to311.0------- b~-S

~ The ethykne glycol-water mfxtrrre uwd In several teafa wndnctwl with cyl!nder A ww
mtuall 33-d2 reent frrstead of 30-70pcreent.

b Al?E-2 et~ylene glyml.
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METHODS

EVALUATION OF FAO’YORSFOR CORRELATION EQUATIONS

In most cases the data used herein for evaluating the
exponents and constants are from cylinder A inasmuch as aII
the variables were investigated with this cylinder and, in
addition, barrel temperatures were obtained.

Average temperatures.-The average temperatures used
are those given in reference 3. The average head (gm-eide)
temperature Thwastaken as the average of values obtained
from nine thermocouples (13 to 21, fig. 3) located in the cyl-
inder head, approximately % inch from the combustion-
chamber surface. The average head (Iiquid-side) tempera-
ture Tb,owas obtained from the average of vahws deter-
mined by four thermocouples (24 to 27, @ 3) located on the
liquid-side surface of the combustion-chamber wall. The
average barrel (liquid-side) temperature Tb,0 was taken as
the average of readings obtained from eight thermocouples
(I to 8, fig. 3 (a)) spot-welded on the outside of the barrel
in two rows of four thermocouples each. The average of
the coolant temperatures measured in the irdet and outIet
coolant passages of each portion of the cylinder ‘was used
as the average coolant temperature TJ.

Physical properties of coolants,—The thermal conduc-
tivity k, the absolute viscosity p, and the specfic heat c of
water and of the ethylene glycol-water solutions are shown
as functions of temperature in figures 4 and 5, respectively
(data from reference 4). The tests reported in reference 5
indicate that satisfactory correlation of forced-convection
heat-t.rinsfer data for water and for aqueous ethylene glycol
solutions is obtained using these vahws of the physical
properties. The physical properties used in the fial equa-
tions m-e evaluated at the value of the average coolant
temperature T1.

Effective gas temperature T~.—The vaIues of T.for the
head and the barrel are obtained from tests at reference
conditions of fuel-air ratio, carburetor-air temperature,
and spark advance in which only ?J7Jand Tiwere varied.

For these conditions, Z!’fand ~. are constant and equation

(1)reduce3 to

+b=conetant

The values of the heat rejected to the head and barrel coolant
are plotted against Th and Tb,O,respectively, and the curves

Tenperoiur~ “F

Fmm 4,–VerIetIon of thermal conductivity, spedRo heat, and Wcmity of watbr wfth
teawanture. (Dsta from referenee 4.)

I1
a 97-3 pemnt(b volume) gIyaAvater i?dntbn.

i]
b 7C-30 percent y volume glyml-water mlntfon.

1
c 3S-62pereentYvolume K@21-watecbolution.
d 32+0 percent (bY volume glyeol-wuter Solutfon.

FIQ~ 5.—Variation of thermal eonductfvlty, SWCMIC&t, and Vfsec81ty d aqneoub
ethyleneglycol solutiom with temperature. (Data from refwenca 4.)

are eitrapolated to zero heat rejection, at which points the
average head and barrel temperatures are equal to their
respective effective gas temperatures.

The variation of T.with fueI-air ratio, carburetor-air
temperature, and spark advance is obtained from the results
of the runs in which each of these factors was independently
varied while the engine charge flow and the cool~nt_condi-
tions were held constant. For such conditions, equations
(5a) and (6a) reduce, respectively, to
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and

fh– Tl
-—=conetantTg–Th

-Tb,o–Tl
~~o=constallt

These constants are evaluated from the cylinder-temperature
and coolant+mperature data at the reference operating con-
ditions for which Tghas already been determined. The
value of Tgat other than the reference conditions is then
calculated from the vaIues of the constant, the constant
coolant temperature, and the cylinder temperature obtained
at the operating conditions in question.

Exponent n of charge-flow rate WC.-The vaIues of. the
exponent n of charge-flow rate W, are obtained from runs at
constant cooIant conditions in whkk engine speed or mani-
foId pressure, hence 1?7,,was varied.

For these test conditions, equations (5a) and (6a) reduce to

and
Tb,o– TLB8FV,.

‘T.–Tb,o

Logarithmic plots of ~~ and ~~ against W. are

made and the values of the exponent obtairied directly from
the slopes of the resulting lines.

Factor Z.—The factor Z is evaluated from runs in which
WI was varied for different values of constant caiant tem-
perature and composition. These conditions of constant
coolant temperature and composition predicate constant c, P,
and ii, in which case equation (5a) may be written

Th–Tl
PIots of ~7,.( Tg– Th) against 1/W1 are made and the curves

obtained are extrapolated to zero I/WI(@finite ~J, at which
Th–Tl

point the value of ~TC.(Tg_ Th) is equal to z.

Exponent s of Randtl number c~/lc,-The value of the
Prandt.1 number exponent s is determined from data for a
constant vaIue of W,/p. For this condition, equation (5a)
may be reduced to

[

Th–Tl
Br,n(T,–T,)-ZI’=B’”W’--

The SIope of the Iine determined by a logarithmic plot of the
left-hand term of this equation against cK/k would then
establiah the value of the exponent s. A wide range of the
Prandtl number for this plot may be obtained if data for
several difTerent coolants are used. In .mder to construct

[

T,– Tt 1this plot, it is convenient to first p]ot ~l.C,(TC_ T,, –Z k

against YVJP using data obtained from varial)Io WI/g tAMS
conducted with different coolants at several tmnpw’aluro.-m

1levek”‘Tdues‘f ~?’,:(k;:>,) -1–Z k am then selected

from this plot at a constant value of 1$’~pand are cross-plotted
against the Prandtl number of the clifferen t coolants.-.

FINALCORRELATION

Final correlationplotsof the engiue-coolingdata foralltho

coolantstestedare obtained by plottingthe foIIowingparame-

tersagai?mt WI/# on logarithmic coordinates:

[

T,–Tl
(a) Head (gas-side) temperatures –,

lic’(~ 1()–.2!$‘k
(b)

(c)

Head (gas- and liquid-side) temperaturca

T,,.–T,
()W.’(TZ-T,)% ‘k

Tb,o– Tl
()

BW41 (liquid-side) temperatures ]fr,~( ~z– T~,O) & ‘k

Data are fi”cluded from the tests iu which each of the various
engine and coolant variables were investigated. The values
of the exponent m of the coo]ant-flow-ratm variable 11‘t/P and
of the constmts Bs and BE,which complete the dctmninat ion
of the final correlation equations (5a), (5b), and (6a), am
obtained from the slopes and the coordinates of the points of
the resulting lines.

In addition, separate correction curves for each of the
coolants tested are obtained by plotting

tions (5c) and (6b).)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The finid correlation equations are obtained by evaluating
the exponents and constants. The final equations are
presented with the data to show the agreeme<t.

FACTORS FOR CORRELATION EQUATIONS

Effective gas temperature TZ.—Typical plots used for
determining g the reference vahws of Tffor tho hea(l and
barrel are shown in figure 6. The heat rejected to the Iwad
and barrel coolant is plotted against Th and Tb,Ofrom tho
rezn.dts of tests conducted at a fuel-air ratio of 0.077, a spark
advance of 28° B. T, C., and a carburetor-air temperature
of 80° F. Values of TZof 1170° F for the head and 610° 1?
for the barrel are indicated by extrapolating the curvrs to
zero heat rejection. Admittedly, a considerable amount of
latitude exists in the choice of these values in view of tbo
extrapolated distance as compared with the range covered
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FIGW O.-Determinsthm c4 T, from vmfstfon c4 heat rejeeted to hesd end bmrel omlsnt
w[th awrsge head snd barrel tem~rstnres. Oylbder A; edent AN-E-2 ethylene

##:&Y”’~’~’ temWature,
hesd, I& to ‘W” F; berrel, lZ66 to 811° F; coolent.

heed, 49 to 136pmmds fw mlnu~ berreL 15 to 47 pounds
ds wti@e;fael-&ktiio, O.~;~$d=

%% %!C?m~h&%k!~%p8#F ~, -

3m -------% h-. baler enqme; dm,nfawmen+, 1.920 cub. m.hea
(C& Am reference)
Sin k. cybncb- er+e; dqhcem.nt, ~ cuhti inches

1

‘-— (d.% from refer . . . . 6)
20.l& I 1 I 1 1 I 1

.04 .05 .00 .07 .08 .09 ./0 .// .fz ./3
Fuefwrr ro ilo

FIG- 7.—Vorfation of etlective
@erk admnm, 28° l?T!&%buret~k tern~~, S0° F.

tnre wfth fuel-air rstto for hesd snd Imrrel.

by the data; however, consideration of a large number of
these curves for air-cooled engines (reference 1) led to the
values chosen. Appreciable difl?eremws in the choice of the
initial or reference value to T’f do not seriously change
the accuracy of the correlation. It is of greater import ante,
once the initial value of Tr is chosen, that the variation of
T. from the initial value with variation in fuel-air ratio,
carburetor-air temperature, and spark advance be accurate.

The variation of Tg for the head and the barrel with
fuel-air ratio is presented in iigure 7, which includes data for
the head from botb cylinders A and B. Also shown in the
figure are typical head Tg curves for air-cooled engines
obtained from single-cylinder tests of a radial engine with
an 1820-cubic-inch displacement (reference 2) and one with
a 2800-cubic-inch displacement (reference 6). Clood
agreement exists between the curves for the liquid-cooled

and the air-moled engines, especially in the rich-mixture
region. The curves intersect at values of Trof 1150° F for
the head and 600° 1?for the barrel at a fuel-air ration of 0.080.

The effect of carburetor-air temperature on Tgis shown in
figure 8. The data were obtained from tests conducted at
fuel-air ratios of approximately 0.077 and 0.080; the data
obtained at a. fuel-air ratio of 0.080 are corrected to t_h~
reference value of 0.077. h increase in Tgof approximately
0.5° and 0.150 F per 0 F increase in carburetor-air tempera-
ture is obtained for the heud and the barrel, respectively.

The variation of Tgwithspark advance at a fuel-air ratio
of 0.077 is shown in &me 9. The vaIue of Tsfor the head
decreases about 300° F as the spark is retarded tbrmigh a
crank arigle from 42° to 12° B. T. C.; the rate of change
decreases slightly at the retarded position. The effect ‘of
spark setting on T* for the barrel is not so pronounced as for
the head and a small reversal is obtained at the late. setting.

Exponent n of charge-flow rate W..—Logarithmic plots of
Tk–-Tl~d Tb.–Tl-

— —

T= T - T against 17°Care shown in figure 10,
g— %0

where the values of Tgare the previously determined refer-
ence values of 1170° and 610° F (fig. 6) for the head and the
barrel, respectively. The slope of the average line through
the data for both head and barrel, which is equal to the ex-
ponent n, is 0.65. This value is in agreement with values
obtained for several air-cooled cylinders. Although slightly
varying slopes would be obtained from plots of individual
runs, the average line resul$s in a good correlation of the diti~ “

Fmm 8.–Varfet1on of effectfve gee tem~tnre with esrbnretwoir tempersturo fm bead
and bsrrel. Cylinder ~ sp.rk advance, Z& B. T. CL ,

Sooik oa’vor&.C& 6-r c

Fmum 9.–Vsrfntfon of etlectlre ges temperstrue wtth spnrk edvenra for head and berreL
Cyffnder A; fnel-efr retfo~ 0.07Z earburetor+dr temperefnrq 83” F.
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T.–T,Factor Z.—A plot of ~C&M(T~_ ~Zj against l/WZ is pre-

sented in figure 1I from the results of seved tests conducted
at diflerent eagine conditions using various coolants. Extra-
polation of the different curves to zao I/WZ results in a single
value for Z equal to 0.017. The extrapolation, particuhmly
of the upper curves in the figure, may be considered some-
what arbitrary inasmuch as it was necessmily made over a
fairly wide range of flow rates. The value of 0.017 was
chosen, however, after pIotting linal correlations using ditler-
ent .vaIues of Z covering the range of reasonable ext.rapoIation
of the curves of figure 11. The value of 0.017 gave the most
satisfactory correlatio~ and hence was accepted as the
value of Z.

Ezponent s of Prandtl number cK/k.—The two logarithmic
plots used for determmm- . g the exponent of the Prandti
number are presented in @ure 12. Figure 12 (a) shows

h’T,–T,:.m(Tg–Th) 1‘0.017kesa function of WI/jJ for several

coolants at differentconstant average coolant temperatures.

A family of approximately parallellinesis obtained. Fig-

kfoTb–T,ure 12 (b) shows the variation of
o 1.“@g-T,)0.017k

with c~k as determined by cross-plotting from figgwre12 (a)
at a value of lV~p equal to 80,000. A value for the es-
ponent of cp[k of 0.4 for the head is directly obtained from
the absoIute vahm of the slope of the resulting line. This
value of the ezponent is equal to that generally recommended
for forced-convection heat transk (reference 7); therefore, a
value of 0.4 will also be used as the exponent for the barrel
without furt.her evaluation.

FINALCOMIELATION

Generalized correlation for all coolants, —The final general-
ized correlation plots, which include data for wide ranges of
engine operating conditions, coolant temperatures, flow ratm,
and compositions, are presented in figures 13 h 16. In fig-
ures 13 and 14, the correlation parameters involving the gas-
side head temperature for cylinders A and B} respectively,
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CYLINDER-TEMPERA~E CORRELATION OF A SINGLE-CYLIA’L)ER LIQUID-COOLED ENGINE
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FInmm 16.—Ffnal correlatbn of average liquid-side herrel temparatum$ for cylinder A,
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are plotted according to equation (5rt). The slope of the aver-
age line through the data, which is equal to the exponent —m
of the coolant-flow-rate variabIe Ti71/p,is —0.6 for cylinder A
and —0.5 for cylinder B. The difference in slope for cylindem
A and B maybe attributed to the difference in the coolant-
ffow conditions for the two cyhndera. Except for a few cases,
the deviations of the data points from the line represent clHer-
ences in average head temperature of lass than + 10° F.

The correlation pIot for the barrel of cylinder A (equation
(6a)) is shown in figure 15 and the slope of the resulting Iine
is —0.55. Slightly more scatter is obtained for the barrel
than for the head; the correlation, however, is considered
good.

The equations for the lines obtainecl in the preceding plots
are:

Head, cylinder A (fig. 13)

[

T,–Tg
W$.w(T,–T,)–0.017 1() ()~0“41i=0,0042 ~ ‘o”’ (7)

Head, cylinder B (fig. 14)

[wTh–Tt
~e’(TZ_Th)”–0.017 1() ()f0“4k=0,00126 ~ ‘“”& (8)

Barrel, cylinder A (fig. 15)

Tb,o–Tt
W:.w(Tg–Tb,o)() ()

~ 0“4k=0.00260 ~ ‘o-u (9)

An alternative form of the correlation plot for tk.head in-
volving both gas-side. and liquid+i-d~ head tWp&-atures
(equation (5b)) is presented”for cylinder A in figiw,e16. The
slope of the average line through the data is –0.6, which
agrees with that obtained in figure 13 for this cyhder. The
equation for the line is

T,,.– T,
() ()
‘p0“4k=o.oo345 ~ ‘0”6”W;”(Tr-T,)~ (lo)

The apparent difference in the value of the constant B5in

Average head ooolonf temperature, Tz,“F

FIGURE17.—Efkat of coolont mmpositfon md ternperatore on

equations (7) and (10)is attributed to the fact that the values
of Th,0 used in this correlation are probably uot represent u-
tive of an average liquid-side head temperature that is con-
sistent with the values of the average gas-side head t..upw-
ature Th,inasmuch as Th,Owas obtained from the readings of
onIy four thermoco upks. The valuw of Th,.do, however,
bear a linear relation to a consistent average tempmttturc.
The data of reference 3 show that individua~ temperatures
give a straight-line relation with average temperatures over
the entire range of engine and cooIant conditions.

Relative cooling quality of coolant.—For illustrating the
relative cooling quality of the individual coolants and indi-
cating the relative importance of the incli vidwd pl]ysiml
properties of the coolant, tho generalized corrdtition equa-
tions (7) and (tl) for cylinder A are rewritteu in the form of
equations (5c.) and (6b), respectively.

)

For a given engine operating condition, cdant-ilow rate,
and coolant temperature, the lower the lvf t-lured tam of
equations (11) and (12), the Iower are the cylincler-wall tem-
peratures Thancl T*,,, and hence the bet.tw is the cooling
quality of the coolant. It is seen that the left-hand terms of
equations.(1 1) and (12). are equal to functions of tho physical
properties of the coolant (A, c, ~cl k), which, in turn, dupcnd
upon tl~e ““composiiioa and the” temperature of the coolant..

The .coohint physical-property factors (right-hand terms) of
equations (11) and (12) have been calculated from t.lw data
in figures 4 n.nd 5 for each coolant and are plotted against
coolant temperatures in figures 17 and 18, rcspmtively.
Comparison of the separate curves for etich coobtnt indicates
the better cooling quality of water and the less concentrated
soIutions of ethylene gIyc.ol. From equations (11) and (12],

[CD f417 180 .229 2&7 .3@ 340
A veraqe barrel caolont ten.pemiure, TI,“F

FIGUREIS.—Eflect of Cwlnnt c9mpo9ftion and temperature On ~,,.v~;::~,.., ~?’~ or

0.0326*,. Cylinder A.
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it is evident t.hnt high thermal conductivity and specific heat
and low viscosity are clesirable from forced-convection cooling

considerations and that, for a given percentage change in
these properties, the cooling is affected most by the change in

thermal conductivity , somewhat less by the chtmge in
spedc heat, and only’ slightly by the change in viscosity.
The relative ma~tude of the effects of thw propertim’ as
indicated by the exponents of equations (11)and (12) may, of
course, be expected to vary somewhat with ditTerent engines.

CONCLUSIONS

For the ranges of conditions investigated in previously
reported tests conducted with two liquid-cooled cylinders
using water and aqueous ethylene glycol solutions as coolants,
it has been found that:

1. The equation derived from an analysis based on non-
boiling forced-convection heat-transfer theory of the cooling
processes in Iiquid-cooled ena#.ne cylinders provide satis-
factory methods of correlating the average head and barrel
temperatures with the engine operating conditions and the
flow rate, the temperature, and the physical properties of the
coolants. .

2. The physical properties of the coolant appearing in
these equations in order of their importance in deterrnia@
the heat-transfer quaIity oi the coolants are the thermal
conductivity, the specific heat, and the viscosity. The cool-
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ing performance of the various coolants investigated is
adequately correlated by these physical propertiw in the
correlation equation.

AIRCRA~ ENGINE RESE.ARCH LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMI~EE FOR AERONAUTICS,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, October1, 1946.
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